The most vibrant community of
Innovation Consultants in
Europe!

Who is EAIC?

The European Association of Innovation Consultants (EAIC) gathers active
Innovation Consultants in the field of European research and innovation
projects.
The association aims to facilitate the exchange of experience and good
practices among its members, as well as to promote professional skills and
expertise in European R&I Projects.
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53 Members present in over 28 European countries
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Our Vision

Become the recognised pan-European reference for
professional, high-quality consulting services for R&I related
funding programmes.
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Our purpose
Our purpose

1.

Create synergies between European consulting companies
specialised in R&I financing and management to promote the added
value their professional services bring to R&I collaborations in
Europe and carry out actions of common interests and benefits for
its members.

2.

Enhance a positive image of European professional innovation
consulting companies by ensuring and maintaining high
professionalism and ethical values among members.

3.

Represent the EAIC towards European institutions and stakeholders
to defend the specific expertise and professionalism of EAIC
members and acknowledge the increased project impact they deliver
to the European research community.
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Our purpose

4.

Identify members’ common issues and goals and pursue them in
a coordinated manner on a national level by contributing to national
concertation and enhancing direct dialogues with the different
representations of the EU Member States.

5.

Facilitate knowledge sharing on best practices and information
between members on the latest evolutions in the European R&I
ecosystem.

6.

Foster the participation of the private sector in European R&I
programmes for stronger impact and exploitation of results.
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Executive Board & Secretariat
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Working Groups
WGs are open to all members
Objective: provide constructive feed-back on the EIC Accelerator to EU
institutions
EIC WG

Next Generation EU WG

HE Collaborative calls
WG

Four position papers prepared so far:
- Call for an EIC Airdrop (Mar 2020)
- Opinion of EWGIC on EIC Accelerator under Horizon Europe (Sept 2020)
- EIC accelerator June applications feed-back (October 2021)
- EIC equity fund roadmap (Jan. 2022)

Objective: ensure more transparency and promote innovation consultants' role
in deploying NGEU at national level
•
•
•

Regular update of the NGEU Guide
Promotion of EAIC members as potential service provider to help reply to national calls
Promotion of the guide towards EU Industry

Objective: exchange about the challenges faced in Horizon Europe collaborative
calls
•

Organisation of internal workshops for members focused on the specificities and
challenges of collaborative EU Calls
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Working Groups
WGs are open to all members

Project Collaboration
WG

Innovation Fund WG

Project Management
Task Force

Objective: Foster further collaboration among members in various EU
funding programmes

Objective: Review problems faced with the fund, provide coordinated
feed-back and improvements suggestions on the fund to European
Commission

Objective: Promote Innovation consultants as professional project managers
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EAIC Support WGs
Membership & National
Network

EAIC
Communication

New Funding
opportunities for EAIC

New members acquisition
National network coordination ➔ network of members who are liaising with
NCPs to share our position papers at national level

Coordination of communication actions by EAIC members on
voluntary base:
- Articles
- Testimonials
- Events participation or organisation

Detection of funding opportunities and promotion of EAIC as
potential partner + review of other funding sources (e.g.
sponsorship)
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Some achievements …
• Adoption of a code of conduct
• Formal set-up of the association
• Promoting a Manifesto to support
Professional Project Management
• Defending the continuation of the EIC
Accelerator and advising EIC how to
improve the instrument
• Publication and regular update a Next
Generation EU Guide, covering 2 EU
MS
• Animation of numerous internal
working groups and workshops on key
features of EU programmes

• Sharing request services with all
members
• Sharing project collaboration needs to
complete creation of strong consortia
• Promote testimonies on the added
value of Innovation Consultants

• Development of a database of members
services
• Intense communication on new
funding opportunities for the industry
and new features of European
Innovation Programmes
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Code of Conduct
Reflecting our commitment to professionalism
and integrity, EAIC members commit to the
following principles and values:
1. Trust & Integrity
2. Responsibility
3. Fairness toward others
4. Impartiality

This code of conduct is mandatory for all
European consulting companies that are part
of the EAIC.
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Manifesto
Manifesto to support project management in Horizon Europe
This initiative intends to gather all future Horizon Europe project stakeholders willing to maximise project success by
considering professional project management as a key success factor.

Signed by over 270
R&I professionals
The proposed measures include:
• Recognising the impact of management expertise by
allowing the participation of other partners, not just the
coordinator; and allowing the subcontracting of management
tasks;
• Promoting good project management practices such as the
early delivery of a project management plan; the dedication of
the management activities to a skilled workforce; the use of
collaborative project management tools; and the preparation of
the impact assessment and the project results exploitation.
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Position Papers
Call for an EIC Airdrop

Opinion on EIC Accelerator
under Horizon Europe

March 7, 2020

September 4, 2020

European recovery needs
Innovation
July 24, 2020

EIC Accelerator:
Evolution or Revolution?
October 28, 2021

Statement on the design of
the Recovery & Resilience
Plans
February 22, 2021

EIC Equity Funding Process
Roadmap
25 January 2022

EAIC reply to the call for
evidence on the New European
Innovation Agenda
17 May 2022
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Next Generation EU Guide
• 25 EU Member States covered in the guide
• Objective: inform on the National Recovery
Plans of each Member States
• Updated quarterly with latest national opened
or programmed calls
• Information included for each country :
Priority investments and reforms foreseen
Governance of the National Recovery Plans
IPCEI update
Priorities at International level
Funds to be allocated to the recovery
Share of the budget allocated to Digital and
Climate targets
• Opened or programmed national calls
•
•
•
•
•
•

Download it for free
here!

• Next update release: Beg. June 2022

Our communication channels
www.eaic.eu

➔ Including a complete
catalogue of members’ services
and countries of presence

Articles prepared by members

Courtesy: Dorucon
15/12/2022

Courtesy: ID Consortium
21/1/2022

Courtesy: Enco Consulting
02/02/2022

Examples of recent events

Members meetings

We meet twice per year in person in
Brussels our at our members premises

Membership Benefits
EAIC members benefit from the following opportunities:
• Networking with peers
• Making their voice heard towards EU institutions
• Contributing to influence the future of innovation funding
programmes
• Access to early insights on EU innovation funding
programmes and rules for participation
• Maintaining the highest ethical standards among innovation
consultants
• Contributing to the promotion of a positive image of
innovation consulting
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Keeping members regularly informed about
ongoing activities
Several communication channels:
- TEAMS: used for ad-hoc updates by the secretariat and for continuous information
exchange among members
- Mailings about upcoming opportunities
- Monthly Members information meeting – 1st Thursday of each month for 1 hour
- Monthly Members Briefing – a short to the point internal newsletter to keep members
up-to date
- Meetings invitations arriving directly in your agenda

Criteria to become a Member
• HQ location: EU Member States and Horizon Europe Associated Countries
• Size of the company: minimum 2 FTEs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fields of activities in innovation consulting
EU funding programmes proposal preparation
EU project management support
Exploitation support in EU projects
Tax credits linked to R&I
Policy consultancy linked to R&I

Applicants shall demonstrate their expertise by producing at least three recent examples of
missions realised within the scope of EAIC fields (e.g. EU proposals/projects from last 12 months).
Pre-requisite: All applicant companies shall accept and comply with the Code of Conduct.
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Member categories and fees
Member size categories:
Staff

Category

Membership
fee 2022

2–9

Micro

1 000 €

10-49

Small

1 500 €

50- 249

Medium

3 000 €

250 or more

Large

5 000 €

Fee is calculated prorata-temporis from the moment your
membership becomes effective

Apply online to become a member:
https://www.eaic.eu/become-a-member.html

Candidate sends membership
application

A smooth and simple membership application process

They have 7 days to review and provide
their feed-back
Application is reviewed to check if it is
complete or if references are correct
and then shared with members and
Board
If there are any questions the candidate
is required to bring clarifications

7 to 10 days process

If positive candidate becomes member
immediately

Marie Latour
Secretary General
marie.latour@eaic.eu
+32 4 79 20 29 59

EAIC
@eu_innovconsult

